Sense, smell, spirit. “Plasma” perfume for women and men is a simulation of the real, an intrusion into the public space or an art work with the scent and bloody saga of a sinner.
A look beyond, to the other side, recalls the fragrance of eternity. The life of a sinner is eternal in the East, and all the scents, the sun, a moment, a detail and a chance emanate from there. According to Bulgakov we crucified Him in the Near East almost by chance. The shedding of blood happened, but the only thing that changed is God. God gained one face but became ignorant, more sacred and, above all, extremely compassionate. Since the year 0 man himself has managed to alternate only his everyday and the tehne, while he is (continually) even more covered in blood. 

“Plasma” is a fragrance with a catchy scent and a tragic metaphor. A tragicomedy was set up as an appealing marketing strategy for selling “Plasma” - only for responsible adults who have finally managed to leave all the moral criteria behind. Christians are throwing even more stones while Kant's maxim is determined by the capital monopolists. Marketing, advertising and public relations are communication apparatuses for maintaining the society of spectacle, while at the same time media hegemony is creating short-term semi-truths that disappear the next day, while you are reading your favorite daily newspaper, sensing the smell of your morning coffee and the fragrance of your bathroom.

Although we all know what reality is all about, only gaps and differences are more global than globalization. Not everyone has equal access to basic necessities, and even fewer to luxury goods, which “Plasma” also represents. “Plasma” is the name of the perfume and plasma is the fluid which transports blood cells around our bodies; both matters are exclusive and overcharged in an economic and social sense.

Revolutions and manifestos are gone with the wind. The European Convention on Human Rights, which will soon have to be implemented also by the Republic of Slovenia, is claiming equality in a most general sense - among the rich and the poor, between women and men, natives and immigrants, the connected and the disconnected... The Convention has a merely symbolic dimension as it can't be used in court. How should we make sense of this?

Complaining is currently not in vogue, we are all peaceful, successful, forever young, beautiful and smart. Everything smells and looks nice and clean. As clean as the sterile nuclear power plants of the overdeveloped western hemisphere. Each household is a laboratory in which cooking, mixing and experimenting is directed by people without wrinkles, fat or short legs.

That projection is the desire of post-Lacanian replicas, while the escaping humanity is the process: something fluid and an attitude. It doesn’t matter which perfume you use, but how you use it. It doesn’t matter if there is enough plasma for everyone, but that it is equally available for each of us. Groys sees the artist as being above all an exemplary consumer. The advice of an experienced sinner would be to buy as little as possible in the overdeveloped parts of the world. If it is not possible to stop, it might be possible to obstruct. Until...
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